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Editor's Note
After months of little club activity and few programs,
there is a gradual reopening planned starting in
October. More on that as you read on. Also in this
issue is an assortment of stories about club members
and some of their adventures and misadventures
from the past. There is a biography about a long time
club member who first joined soon after the club was
founded. Some club members are looking for fishing
partners and any excuse to go catch a fish! The local
chapter of Trout Unlimited has a stream project lined
up, and Don Owen has written an article about
October Caddis. Included this month is a bit of
Shasta County history: a mine and resulting water
quality problems. Hope you are find the stories
interesting and informative.   
(Editor: Allan Craig)

President's Message
I am happy to report that John and Nancy Leslie are
at home recovering from Covid-19. John was in the
hospital for 11 days, 9 of them in ICU. He did not
need a ventilator but was, and still is, on oxygen
Nancy’s symptoms were manageable at home. She



said she is still experiencing extreme exhaustion as
is John. John has also had 5 episodes this week that
required trips to the ER, never a pleasant experience
but Nancy can’t go in with him and has to sit outside
in the hot car until he is released. Good news is that
they are improving and we all wish them continued
recovery and our best wishes.

Segue to the Club’s Covid 19 measures; Kurt
Mitchell, Director and Club House Co-Manager, has
developed the information to disinfect the club house
which is posted in a number of places. The supply
closet is stocked with disinfectant, gloves, and
aprons. In addition, all members participating in
events or classes will complete a Covid 19
questionnaire, have their temperature taken and be
required to wear a mask. Classes in the club house
will be limited in size so we can practice social
distance.

And yet another segue; Shasta County is be raised
to Level 2 and we are starting to offer classes on
Beginning Fly Tying and Rod Building. Look for
emails from me for more information. Because the
class size is going to be small, I suggest you not wait
to sign up if you are interested.

Now onto a more normal topic of "How I First
Learned to Fish":
My father’s family is from Minnesota and he was one
of 13 brothers and sisters. (One of his older sisters
was a nurse and died in the 1918 Flu Epidemic.) We
had moved to the San Francisco Bay Area where he
worked for United Air Lines. When we went back to
Minnesota each summer, he wanted to fish. He was
also not a patient person and had no interest in
spending his valuable fishing time teaching me how
to fish. My uncle, Knute (did I mention we were a
Swedish family?) was more impatient, had a more
irritable temper, and was very particular about the



people who fished with him. All of the kids knew he
was soft as melted marshmallow inside but the
outside was pretty crusty. Knute decided that if he
wanted people to fish his way, he was going to have
to teach us. He would take a boat load (6 - 8) of us
kids out in a big wooden row boat. The rules were
that you had to be old enough to sit in the boat for
several hours, no whining, no crying, and you were
only allowed 2 bird’s nests on the old, old reels we
had to use. At a certain age, we would decide we
were too old and too cool to fish with the little kids so
the boat was filled with 7 to 11 year olds. At the first
whine or cry or the 3rd bird’s nest, Knute would pick
us up by the seat of our pants and the neck of our
shirts and toss us overboard. We would learn to dog
paddle back to shore and then have to walk around
the lake back to the house where we got NO
sympathy. This was way before PFDs and any public
interest in safety programs for kids. We would cast
spinners into the wild rice for Northerns. Because
mosquitos are so pervasive in Minnesota (Don’t tell
me about Alaska or any other state. If have been to
Minnesota in the summer you know what I am talking
about.) and I don’t think Deet had been invented yet,
Knute also taught all of us how to smoke cigars. You
need to picture a boat load of small kids, puffing up a
smoke cloud and flipping spinners for all we were
worth.
(Mary Nishioka

STFF Club News
Some gradual reopenings!! Separate e-mails are
being sent to announce activities, dates, and
specifics. Class size is limited, check your e-mails
and sign up soon. 

Beginning fly tying: Tom Taylor: October 13-
November 17



Bamboo rod building class: Dick Recchia:
Saturdays in October

Fly Fishing 101 class: Gerry Martin: Sunday
October 24

September fish out cancelled

Trout in the Classroom
For the program this year, lots of questions and few
answers at this time. We probably will make no
decisions until after the Thanksgiving holiday. Some
teachers may opt out for this year, but most have
already expressed interest in a modified program
even if there is little volunteer assistance or group
activities involving the club. 

Trout Unlimited:
Shasta-Trinity- Cascades Chapter

Projects, activities, and proposals under consideration:

 1. Middle Creek sediment removal: Middle Creek is
one of our "Urban Streams" in Redding that hosts
seasonal spawning runs of rainbow trout from the
Sacramento River. We are working with BLM, DFW,
and Crystal Creek Aggregate to remove sediment
from Middle Creek. This sediment builds up in a
catchment basin until it overflows. The basin has
been full for a couple of years. By removing the
sediment and allowing the catchment basin to do its
job, we will be keeping sediment and ash from the
Carr fire from affecting rainbow trout spawning
grounds lower down in Middle Creek. We are hoping
to make this an annual project.

2. Due to a pending Adaptive Management Proposal
made by PG&E, there is possibly a chance to make
changes to the flow regime on Pit 3-4-5. We are
advocating for lower flows on all three reaches of the



river. Lower flows would make the river more
fishable.

3. Lower Sac clean-up - postponed until COVID-
related restrictions on gatherings are lifted

4.And: from the Truckee office- providing input to the
Department of Fish and Wildlife as they consider
major changes to fishing regulations in the state. The
goal is to simplify the regs and make rules more
uniform. TU has made some suggestions regarding
wild trout fisheries, and for our Redding area the
following: 

Upper Sacramento River: Rather than 3 different
regulations for this famous, wild trout- dominated

water, we recommend instead a unified regulation —
year-round, 2 fish bag, barbless artificial lures only

(Option A, #3). This would maintain harvest
opportunities while adequately protecting the large
spawning fish that migrate up from Shasta Lake in

the lower river downstream of Dunsmuir.
(it is likely the section of river in the city of

Dunsmuir will not be included in this regulation)

Fishing Partners?
  

We’ve had previous requests for fishing
partners from:

Jonathon Westbrook: 530-999-1313
Paul Trificante: paul@sbrlawsd.com
Anthony Vega: anthony.vega@dot.ca.gov, cell (909) 522-
2873

This month add Shannon Smith to the list and she is
eager to learn more about fly fishing. Note the Cal Trout
cap!

mailto:paul@sbrlawsd.com
mailto:anthony.vega@dot.ca.gov


Hi Alan,
In the newsletter we were encouraged to email you a little
about ourselves if we desire a fishing partner. 

My name is Shannon Smith. I am new to fly fishing and
am loving it. However, anxiety about the dangers of
being alone on the river prevents me from going by
myself anymore. I’d like to find a fishing partner that
knows the lower Sac area that I can tag along
with. shannonsmithn8v@gmail.com

Photo: note the cap!

Have a fly rod (or any other kind of fishing “pole”) in need
of some repair work? Guides, cork, etc. Creighton Smith
is doing a bit of that.. (530) 243-4388

Text Link

Thinking about October Caddis.  
By Don Owen 

The end of August / beginning of September is not a good
time to fish an October caddis pattern, but it is a good
time to contemplate October caddis, Dicosmoecus spp.,
as the insects are currently sealed away and hidden in
their pebble cases preparing for emergence as adults this
fall. The huge 5th instar larvae that are readily seen
grazing across the surface of rocks in many of our
mountain streams and rivers from late spring through
July are now largely hidden from view. As their active
feeding comes to an end, the larvae move toward the
margins of streams where they seal and rigidly attach
their cases to the undersides of rocks where they enter a
resting state or diapause, the dominant condition by the
end of August. In September they transition to pupae,
and the first adults begin to appear before month’s
end. The adult emergence is great news to both fly fishers
and fish alike – and a good reason to start thinking about
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and preparing for what is to come. 
Adult October caddis are huge insects relished by trout,
but adult activity often does not produce the kind of
fishing that we (fly fishers) might expect. I am going to
relate what I know about October caddis emergence and
egg laying, with the hope of getting feedback from some
of you on your experiences with this particular insect
during the fall. After receiving feedback, I can do an
update on the October caddis (OC) in next month’s
newsletter, just in time for the insect’s reappearance. 
There are reasons why OC behavior may seem
confusing. For one, the moniker OC relates to multiple
species in the genus Dicosmoecus. with D. gilvipes and D.
atripes being both common and cooccurring in our
area. While these species may look similar, they behave
differently and occupy different ecological niches. Fishing
literature typically does not distinguish between different
species of OC in the same area. There is a danger in
assuming that such generic information can be
universally be applied. It is best viewed as a starting
point, with the realization that it may not apply to the
situation at hand. What actually happens streamside is
influence by year, location, water type, trout behavior,
and other insects.  
One of the oft-repeated written statements is that “OC
emergence begins in late afternoon and continues until
dark.” Considering that various species of OC
(Dicosmoecus) occupy trout streams throughout western
North America, I have no doubt that this is true in a
generic sense. But as such it is misleading. It gives the
impression that pupal fly patterns should be effective in
the late afternoon until dark. I have done a great deal of
fishing during the multi-week period of emergence, but
not once have seen an actual OC emerge from the water
nor had any significant success with a pupal pattern
during ‘emergence hours.’ Disclaimer: my experience is
primarily from watercourses of the Sacramento River
drainage and to a lesser extent the Deschutes River
drainage in Oregon. The pupa is a large insect that trout



undoubtedly key in on if conditions are right, so what is
going on? Am I simply a lousy, not very observant
fisherman?
Last fall I made a collection of OC pupae during the first
week of October and watched them emerge in a plastic
bin filled with river water. Every insect that emerged did
so well after sundown when it was too dark to see without
a flashlight, let alone fish very effectively. It was not a
replicated test, but it did make me think differently about
OC emergence on the upper Sacramento River. This and
other behavior reduces predation by trout. Emergence
takes place in shallow water at the margins of the stream
– pharate adults (fully developed adults still within the
pupal skin) rapidly swim and crawl to reach the shore
and exit by climbing out before shedding their skin. This
process is incredibly fast due to the short distance to
shore, special oar-like legs used for propulsion, and air
trapped within the pupal skin that helps the insects
quickly ascend through the water column. Also, a limited
number of the insects emerge from a given stretch of
stream on any given evening. To what extent do trout
key-in on the actual emergence versus feed on pupae
opportunistically whenever they can? I have had good
success with pupal patterns, especially on smaller
streams, but have never had the kind of success that
suggests trout are keying-in on a hatch.
As emergence progresses day to day, the number of
discarded pupal skins on stream-side rocks and the
number of adults flying about steadily increases. The
number of OC in the evening air, however, does not
necessarily mean that a dry fly imitation will be
effective. Early in the emergence window the majority of
these adults are males actively seeking a female to mate
with. Females are hunkered down emitting a pheromone
waiting for males to find them. Flying is a risky business
and females have little reason to fly until they are mated
and ready to lay eggs. Although the number of males in
flight can be impressive, it is egg-laying females that
become available to trout and are what you need to look



for. 
Oviposition is easy to recognize as females dive to the
water’s surface to release their eggs. They only touch-
down briefly, which necessitates a quick response from
trout and produces splashy, if not aerial, rises. The
largest rainbow I have ever seen on the upper Sacramento
came completely out of the water after an OC, which it
missed! Dry flies need to float high and should be skipped
and skittered on the surface. Dead drifts are often
ignored. 
So, there are some observations and thoughts on the fall
emergence and egg laying of October caddis. I would love
to get feedback and can use your comments to provide an
update in the next newsletter. Contact me at
realdvalens@gmail.com

Downstream Where Fish Swim- part one
The Iron Mountain Mine

Take a look at the stream
photo. Would you fish
there or drink from the
stream? What if the
stream were a tributary to
a larger river, would you
fish that river or let your

kids drink the water? 

Actually if you lived in Redding prior to the late 80’s,
water from this stream could possibly have entered
your domestic water supply. West Redding and Bella
Vista Water get their water directly from the
Sacramento River, and the stream in the photo
empties into the river at Keswick Lake. I took this
photo from the downstream side of Spring Creek
dam years ago before the access to the dam was
fenced and gated. Spring Creek receives run off from
the Iron Mountain Mine which is held behind the
earthen dam and history teaches us that dams can
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leak, over flow, and even break. 

Easily seen on a hillside west of Redding is a reddish
scar. Rust colored iron oxide marks the spot where a
4,400 acre mine site is located. There are 10 mines
including an open pit on top of Iron Mountain. The
mine was in operation from 1860 through 1963, and
produced a lot of copper. There was also gold, silver,
zinc and iron pyrite. Add water to iron pyrite and you
get sulfuric acid. Iron mountain is an entire mountain
of iron pyrite. 

The first reported fish kills below the site were
recorded in 1899, mostly salmon. Along with that was
severe air pollution due to the mining and a smelter.
The land up to 10 miles away was stripped of
vegetation due to the poor air quality. 

Acid mine drainage was collected in Spring Creek
Reservoir, which was periodically released into the
Sacramento River and diluted with extra releases
from Shasta Lake. During wet seasons the dam
could over flow and unplanned releases would occur,
resulting in frequent fish kills. Even more water from
Shasta would be used for dilution causing more
flooding down river and leaving less stored water for
agriculture later in the year. 

In 1983 Iron Mountain Mine was designated an EPA
Superfund site. Prior to restoration 650 pounds of
copper, 1,800 pounds of zinc, and 10,000 pounds of
iron were being discharged from the mine site per
DAY, the most discharge of any clean up site in the
U.S. The mine site resulted in some of the most
acidic and metal-laden water in the world. Pure water
has a neutral pH of 7.0. The Sulfuric acid in a car
battery has a pH of 0. The acid in Iron mountain mine
has a pH of Negative 3.6!  

In December 2000 the mining company that now
owns the site agreed to a settlement of $1



Billion (yes- one BILLION) dollars. $200 million was
for the initial remedial treatment and $5- $8 million
per year for continued maintenance for many
decades into the future. The mine still produces the
hazardous waste, but now it is contained and treated
in a very extensive and expensive complex of
diversions and treatments. The release of
contaminants has been reduced by 95% and once
common fish kills “no longer occur”. (notes from “An
Overview of Environmental Impacts and Mine
Reclamation Efforts at Iron Mountain, Shasta County,
California”- Jacobs, Alpers, Testa, Nordstrom,
January 2016.)

Interesting side note- the site is being used now for
studies of microbes and their interaction with metals
and acids. It is a research site as an analogue for
Mars- the “Red Planet”. 

Starting in 1860, the mine provided a lot of copper
and jobs. Some people probably got rich (or
richer). None of those folks from the 1860's are
around today to pay for the billion dollar cleanup. The
mine produced air and water pollution which
destroyed vegetation and led to fish kills. Was the
project worth it? Knowing what you know now, what
if you could go back in time to 1860 and it was up to
you to approve or deny the mine project? What
would you do? 

That scenario actually exists today. Mine projects are
frequently proposed. They provide raw materials,
jobs and wealth. They likely also have environmental
risks- a topic to be continued in next month’s
newsletter. In Alaska.. the Pebble Mine! A
controversial project which is expected to be even
more in the news very soon. 

Allan Craig

"Only when the last tree has been felled, the last river



poisoned and the last fish caught, man will know, that he
cannot eat money."
-Cree Indian saying

Text Link

Alaska: Fishing and travel in the age of COVID
Part 1 of 2

Traveling to go fishing during a
pandemic has challenges, but
those are insignificant
compared to the health and
economic issues facing so
many. I cancelled two

international destinations early in the spring, and
both ended up closed afterwards anyway. I still held
out hope for a July/August trip with my wife Terry to
Alaska, which was one of the few places I would
consider going to. As the summer progressed and
the U.S. cases multiplied there were few countries
worldwide U.S. travelers were even allowed to
enter.  
 
Alaska began the season with a required 14 day
quarantine for out of state arrivals. That would have
meant 14 days stuck in a hotel room, and ordering
food to be delivered to the room door. We would not
have gone ahead under those circumstances. In
early June as the pandemic seemed to be leveling
off, there were options including a negative COVID
test within 72 hours of arrival to avoid the
quarantine. However at the time of our trip the virus
had taken off again and it took 14 days to get my
nasal swab results back. I opted to pay for a different
test- a saliva sample submitted on a Friday
afternoon, shipped FedEx from Redding to Texas,
then results forwarded to an office in Colorado, and
we had our e-mailed negative test results Saturday
afternoon. 



The airport experience was like a different
world. Masks required in Sacramento, Seattle, and
Anchorage and on all our Alaska Airline
flights. Announcements were about maintaining safe
distance instead of about unattended
backpacks. Many shops and restaurants were
closed, and the open restaurant had a very reduced
menu. In flight service was minimal.

In the meantime our flight had been changed to
leave Sacramento almost 10 hours later than
originally scheduled- causing us some concern about
meeting the 72 hour requirement. We did arrive at
the airport in Fairbanks soon enough so we had no
major restrictions. The next step would be another
nasal swab test 7 to 14 days after arrival- which we
did after the first part of our adventure.

We were to fly from Fairbanks to a small remote lake
in Gates of the Arctic National Park. I wanted to hike
in the tundra and catch Arctic char. That plan also
got changed a few weeks earlier. The flight service
that had float planes had opted not to operate at all
in 2020 due to the virus and too few clients. We went
by wheel plane to a larger lake instead. I had
concerns about a fly rod at a large lake- what if the
fish were not close to shore? I did catch some nice
Lake Trout and colorful grayling the first day when
the wind was at my back. Then the wind switched
direction and was blowing whitecaps at us the rest of
our stay. Unfishable except for a few grayling in the
feeder stream. 

Next we were to fly to the Kobuk River and try for
Sheefish (a large member of the Whitefish
family). While packed up and ready to go the plane
was delayed due to weather. We got to watch a
small group of caribou run across the tundra to the
lakeshore. Then they began to swim across the
lake. Soon two wolves appeared evidently in pursuit



of the caribou. That was a trip highlight, and
overrode any disappointment when we got the call
the plane was not coming at all that day and to
unpack and pitch the tents again. 

Next day- again the plane was delayed due to
weather. This time during the delay we watched a
wolverine scrambling along the shoreline, find a dead
fish (not mine) and drag it along the shore. So the
weather messed up the fishing and our schedule, but
we were thrilled to see wolves and a wolverine. Also
the cold wind kept the mosquitoes away! A silver
lining on that cloud. 

In spite of the narrow window of fishing time left, we
still went to the Kobuk River. The pilot could not find
a suitable gravel bar to land close to the fishing holes
Sheefish prefer. We did float downstream in an
inflatable raft where the fish were located. However I
could not reach the holding water with a fly from
shore. The pilot and the guide each caught a fish
with spinning gear and long casts . Catching that fish
on a fly is doable, but I need time to find a suitable
spot and time ran out. So I am 0 for 2 tries on
Sheefish! 

Alaska trip part 2 will be about Lake Clark National
Park, where I have a lot more photos of fish! 

Cheers

Allan Craig

Text Link

Know a STFF club member: “Stew”
Stewart



Born and raised on the East
Coast. In 1953 during the Korean
conflict enlisted in the Air
Force. Spent 21 years before
retiring in the Redding area in
1974. Tours of duty included 7 years
as an Airborne 
Radar Supervisor in the Air Force EC-121-E plane at
McClellan AFB logging over two thousand hours, Advisor
to the Chinese Air Force, and 5th Air Force
Training/Career Motivation NCO. Since retiring I have
owned a small wholesale fishing supply business,
Specialty Advertising Company and a Real Estate Office.

Think I joined the Shasta Fly Fishers in 1982. Never have
been the president, but over the years since I have done
the following. Many years as a director. Representative
for club as a Director on the North California Council,
Federation of Fly Fishers (NCCFFF) for 25 years. Scheduled
Club programs for 7 years. Chaired the 1988 Conclave in
Redding and worked on the 2005 2006 Conclaves. Head
Chef for the annual Club Bar-B-Que in June.

Awards Include:
Award of Excellence NCCFFF 1990
Shasta Fly Fisher Fly Tyer of the Year 1997
Award of Excellence NCCFFF 1999
Federation of Fly Fishers Charles Brooks Award 2004
Shasta Trinity Fly Fishers Fly Fisher of the Year 2006

*The above written by Stew

To expand a bit about what Stew wrote about himself..
knowing that he’s be modest and leave out a lot of the
stuff he has done for the club and for fly fishing over the
years. He had received a plaque from the club in 1989 for
“outstanding service to the Shasta Fly fishers”. “He
organized the banquet, held three different board
positions including program chairman, chef at many
outings, organized the FFF conclave in Redding,



volunteered with the California Department of fish and
Game, is a Cal Trout Stream Keeper on McCumber, and is
the club liaison with the Federation of fly Fishers which
supplied speakers for club meetings”. 

He taught basic fly tying classes at Shasta College, and
helped organize club fly tying sessions with guest tyers.
He often can be found tying at the event in Albany each
year. He designed the “Stewie Fly”- a buggy thing with
partridge, hare’s ear, gold bead and peacock herl.

From the Federation he received the “Council Award of
Excellence” at the International Conclave in Eugene, for
“tireless efforts, innovative ideas, dedication, and
spirit”. In a club write up about Stew receiving the most
coveted FFF Charles E. Brooks Life Award, includes the
paragraph “Stew is well known and admired at conclaves
and seminars all across the western U.S.” “His smiling
face and quirky character (who wrote THAT??) are
anticipated by all who know him”. (should have said
“appreciated”?) 

So now you know a bit more about Stew Stewart, who
has been continuously on the roster probably longer than
any other club member. 
(Allan)

Text Link

Stew Stewart and the Lost Fly Rod
Have you ever broken or lost a fly rod??  

 If not you must have just started to fly fish??

Approximately 20 years ago
while attending and tying at
the Idaho Fly Fishing Expo I
met a fellow tyer who lived by
Springfield Reservoir. He



invited me to come down and
fish with him after the Expo. I
took him up on the offer. The
day we fished the wind was
blowing pretty good. Back in
those days I was fishing in a
float tube. I didn’t have a
pontoon boat. I went to
change flies and had let go of the leader to change flies. While
looking over my fly box, I didn’t notice that my rod went off
the side of my tube. With the wind blowing hard and the
bottom grassy I had no chance of recovering the rod. 

Three years ago Dennis Reasoner contact me by e-mail
wanting to know if I was known as R. L. “Stew” Stewart. He
indicated that some individual on the Washington State Fly
Bulletin Board was trying to ID the model number of the Sage
rod saying that my name was on the rod and it also had Shasta
Fly Rod name on it. I e-mailed the individual and told had that
I had lost the rod. He said that he would return the rod if I
could tell him where I had lost it. I advised him that I lost it at
Springfield Reservoir, Idaho. He said that he hooked the rod
and recovered both the rod and reel 17 years ago and it was
one of his favorite outfits. He did return both the rod and
reel. It was still in good condition and last year I fished
Springfield Reservoir landing eight fish and I still use the rod
today.  
(Stew Stewart)

Text Link

Murphy's Law: When fishing near the
ocean, check the tide table!

We motored to shore to offer a
ride to the guy wandering along
the remote beach. As he got into
the boat, his first words were,
“My wife- if I still have one- is not



going to be happy with me”! 

Driving a vehicle across a shallow sand bar where a
river meets the sea has some risks. You had better
know the tide schedule. The angler was well aware of
that, but had miscalculated. He made the crossing
earlier with no difficulty and had been fishing along
the beach for some distance. However upon his
return the tide was either earlier or higher than he
had calculated, and half way across the sand bar he
had stalled.  

There were two very big problems with that. First, the
tide was still incoming and the water was rising. The
second problem was where we were and what lives
there. Near Darwin in the Northwest Territory of
Australia live salt water crocodiles!    

Keeping an eye out for crocodiles the angler had
abandoned the vehicle without taking the time to
collect much of his gear. Through the windows a few
boxes could be seen floating, and the vehicle was
beginning to move with the tide. There was not much
that could be saved so we motored off.  

I still wonder where the car came to rest. It would
have been carried a ways upriver with the incoming
tide. Did it stick in the mud or did it then travel back
to sea with the out going tide? In either case, I doubt
there was any way to salvage it, and after time in the
salt it was likely totaled anyway.

The angler did get safely back to the harbor. He still
more or less maintained his sense of humor, typical
of many of the Australians I have met. I’m not sure
how his wife took the news though. How safe he was
once he got home is unknown. 

Allan

Text Link



September 5th is Free Fishing Day in
California

The last chance of the year
to fish for free arrives over
the Labor Day holiday
weekend. Free Fishing Day
is being offered by the
California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW)
on Saturday, Sept. 5.
“Free Fishing Day is the perfect chance to see what so
many Californians already have discovered: That fishing
can be a great escape in difficult times and does wonders
to invigorate physical health and restore mental well-
being,” said CDFW Director Charlton H. Bonham.

Text Link

Public Service Announcement: COVID-19

Bit of background; i saw my primary doctor



today for a check up and he asked if I would be
interested in participating in a 3rd phase, FDA
approved, Covid-19 vaccine trial.
Again, this came right from my doctor who is
enrolled with his wife.
I have discussed the eventuality of vaccines in
Shasta County with family and friends and we
have agreed that it may be a few years before it
happens.
This is a trial so there is no guarantee that this
will work, however it includes Covid-19 testing
and blood draws during the trial period so you
will find out if you have developed antibodies or
not.
I called and signed up, not everyone is eligible
but they are looking for a broad population test.
If you are interested, the website
is www.paradigm-research.com
Their phone number in Redding is: 530-247-
7049 and they are located at 3652 Eureka Way.
-Mary Nishioka

Keeping it Safe

Cleaning Hard Surfaces
During Covid19

Prepared for Shasta Trinity Fly
Fishers

by Kurt Mitchell
August 17, 2020

The Simple Version 

http://www.paradigm-research.com/


(only four steps, if needed)

1.) Clean
2.) Spray
3.) Wait
4.) Wipe
What needs to be cleaned?
All hard surfaces such as tables, counters sinks and
door knobs.
EXPLANATION:
Clean- If not soiled, begin with step 2.   If dirty, wash
surfaces with mild soap and rinse with clean water. 
Spray- spray with EPA Covid19 approved disinfectant
such as Clorox, Lysol. Gloves, eye protection and an
apron are recommended. Be careful to avoid contact
with your clothes, skin or eyes. 
(Gloves and apron are provided for STFF on the
cleaning supplies shelf). 
Wait- It is recommended that you wait at  least 10
minutes before wiping away with clean cloth or paper
towels. An option is to let the spray dry on the surface.
Wipe- (optional) After waiting 10 minutes or more,
wipe off the surface with a clean cloth or paper towel.
Source: 
CDC (Center for Disease Control and Prevention)
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)

Text Link


